Invitation of Expression of Interest for “VJTI Students Cyber Point”

VJTI invites proposals from interested firms/individual to provide internet access, scanning and printing facilities exclusively to VJTI Students. Facilities open for vjti staff and faculty also. VJTI is committed to provide internet/intranet facility to VJTI students, to full fill this VJTI has setup a lab for providing internet facility.

Existing facility in Laboratory:

- A laboratory space to accommodate for 60 All in one PC’s.
- Laboratory is equipped with following facilities:
  Fully furnished with electrical connections, seating arrangement, ventilation, fans, sufficient lighting facility, and independent Entrance.

Scope of Work:

Vendor is expected to provide following facilities:

- Setup Wi-Fi LAN in the laboratory with vendors equipment and management software (existing PC’s doesn’t have Wi-Fi facility).
- Lab is expected to run in two shifts 8AM to 4PM and 4PM to 11PM.
- Sufficient Man power needs to be provided for functioning above said shifts.
- Vendor is expected to manage lab and is responsible for IT Infrastructure of the laboratory.
- All the PC’s are brand new (PC configuration I3 processor, 4GB RAM, 500GB HDD, 19 inch display) and under warranty hence in case of any problem related to computing facility vendor need to coordinate with resident engineer at VJTI and inform VJTI.
- Internet facility for the laboratory will be used exclusively for educational use.
- Manageability of Lab : Maintain log of use and submit to VJTI in suggested format with monthly bill
- Cleanliness, environmental friendly for education need to be maintained in laboratory.
- Initially contract period will be for 1 year extendable for another year subject to the performance review.

Vendors who are all interested may submit expression of interest/proposal, will be called for pre-bid meeting on a date notified later. Last date for receiving of expression of interest/proposal is 12 Aug 2013.